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Introduction 
In the first section of this paper we present some categorical facts about right Kan 
extensions FK of a functor F along a full functor K, in the case where FKK = F. In 
this case there is a very explicit universal cone for the limit defining FKX, namely 
{FKt} where 6 ranges over the objects of the comma category (X J K). This leads to a 
simple criterion for determining when FK sends certain families of parallel maps to 
one map. We pay special attention to the situation described by a commutative 
diagram 
(1) 
where K is a full and faithful functor (e.g. a full embedding) and H, H’ are quotient 
functors. The observation that E is automatically an (absolute) right (and left) Kan 
extension of F leads to the fact that EKEZ and FK coincide precisely when FK factors 
through H. The archetype of (1) is of course the case where 9 and 3 are full 
subcategories of 30~ and @, ,!? their homotopy categories; in the first section we 
prefer however to stay in an abstract framework, as the results immediately give rise 
to their analogues involving cofunctors and/or left Kan extensions, and in order to 
avoid unnecessary restrictions which might hide the possible applicability of the 
material to non-topological situations. 
In Section 2 we consider the special case of our archetype where 9 is a full 
subcategory of the category of polyhedra (we treat some other pairs of categories of 
spaces, e.g. the one where B is any category which is closed under homotopy types, in 
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a separate paper [6]). Using the facts of Section 1 we show that under reasonable 
conditions on the pair (9, Pp), FK is homotopy invariant and thus FK = F”H, that is, 
the Kan extensions at the levelof maps and at the lecelof homotopy classes coincide. 
This, together with Dold’s result [3, Appendix, Corollary 3.101 stating that the tech 
extension k= of F coincides with fi’H gives immediately that tech and Kan 
extensions coincide at the level of maps. We do this although in [l] the same problem 
is studied, as the argument used there appears to have a slight flaw when applied to 
pairs where the polyhedra are not locally finite; in an appendix we show that the 
argument in [l] cannot be applied to the pair (.7op, 9’01). 
If K : LP+ T is a functor we use the notation (FK; E) = RanK F for -FK is a right 
Kan extension of F along K, with universal transformation E : FKK + F”; an object 
(5: X+ KP, P) in the comma category (X J K) is denoted by (6, P) and 
Q : (X J K) + 8 denotes the canonical functor. We assume that our Kan extensions 
exist and are computed pointwise as limits over comma categories. 
1. Right Kan extensions along full functors 
Theorem 1.1. Let T : % + 9 be a full functor and F: ie + Yf a fmctor with (FT; E) = 
Ranr F. Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) EC is an epimorphism for every object C in V. 
(ii) For maps f, g : C + C’ in %, Tf = Tg implies Ff = Fg. 
(iii) E is an isomorphism. 
Moreover, any of the above implies that F’may be chosen so that FTT = Fund that 
(iv) For any object D in 9 the family {FTy 1 (y, C) E / (D J T) I} is a universal cone 
FTD+FTTQ-FQ. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) follows immediately from the naturality of E and (iii) + (i) is trivial. 
(ii) 3 (iii). For an object TC in 9 with C in % the category (TC 1 T) contains the 
object (1, C). We consider the cone 
{A (5, X) : FC + FX = FOGS XII, Q:(TCJT)+‘G, 
where A([, X) = F[’ with 5’: C+ X such that Tt’= 5; by (ii), A((, X) does not 
depend on the choice of 6’. One verifies that this cone is universal; in particular 
h(1, C) = 1. Thus, FT may be so chosen that E = 1, i.e. FTT = F, hence E is an 
isomorphism. 
In order to prove the last assertion we take FT so that F’T = F. Let D be an object 
in 9 and let 
{t1(5,X):FTD-,FQ(5,X)}, Q:(DJ. T)-*V, 
be a universal cone. For a map y : D --, TC in V, the map FTy renders the diagram 
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F=D 
FTY 
l FTTC = FC 
\/ 
Ir(&Y*r.x) A(C.Jo 
FX 
commutative for every object (5; X) in (TCJ T), in particular for (1, C). Hence, 
n(y, C) = Fry as h(1, C) = 1. 
If the functor T of Theorem 1.1 is full and faithful, then E is an isomorphism for 
any functor F and we have 
Corollary 1.2. If T is full and faithful, then for any object D in 9 the family 
{F’r 1 (y, C) E 1 (D L T)} is a universal cone. 
In Theorem 1, we saw that for a full functor T, whenever the universal trans- 
formation E : FTT --* F is an equivalence, FT may be chosen so that F’T = F. This 
property is not restricted to Kan extensions: If T is full and G : $2 +X is a functor 
with @: GT = F then there is a functor G’: 9 + .9Z, equivalent to G, with G’T = F. 
Indeed, such a functor G’ may be defined by: 
I G’ = G outside the image of T, G’TC=FC, 
I 
G’(f: 
G’(f: 
G’(f: 
TC1 + TC2) = Ff’, f’ : C, --, C, such that Tf’ = f 
(independent on the choice off’), 
TC + D) = Gf . (@C)-‘, 
D+TC)=@C.Gf. 
Thus, whenever we are concerned with functors G : $3 +X with GT = F, T full, we 
take G so that GT = F, in particular Kan extensions will have the identity as 
universal transformation. 
Theorem 1.3. In 9 5 r 2 plet K and H be full functors. Let F : 9’ + X be a functor 
with (FK; 1) = RanKF. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For maps f, g : X -, KP in y, Hf = Hg implies FKf = FKg. 
(ii) For maps h, i : X+ Yin 9, Hh = Hi implies FKh = FKi. 
(iii) For FKH = RanH FK one has that FKHH = FK. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Let h, i : X + Y be maps in .Y with Hh = Hi. Using the represen- 
tation given in Theorem l.l(iv) of the universal cones defining FK, the map FKh is 
the unique one with FK[ - FKh = FKth, while FKi is the unique one with 
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FKS - FKi = FK& for all (6, P) in (Y J K). As &h, 5i : X + KP and Hfh = H.$, one 
has that FK[h = FK[i, hence FKh = FKi. The other implications follow directly from 
Theorem I. 1. 
In the next discussion we make use of a lemma about Kan extensions (see e.g. 
Lemma 1.2 of [5]) which we state without proof. 
Lemma 1.4. Let 9’ 4 .T 2 .k?and F : B -P X be functors and let (FK ; E) = Ran,., FK. 
Then : 
(i) If (FKH; p) = RanH FK, then (FKH; epK) = RanHK F. 
(ii) If (FHK; v) = RanHKF, then there is a unique natural transformation 
p : FHKK + FK with epK = v; furthermore (FHK; cc) = RanH FK. 
We now consider the diagram (1) of functors where K is full and faithful, H is the 
quotient functor for a congruence (see [6, p. 52-j) in F, H' the quotient functor for the 
congruence induced in ‘9, and z the unique functor rendering the diagram com- 
mutative; 2 is then full and faithful. Quotient functors have the following nice 
property with respect to Kan extensions: 
Proposition 1.5. For any quotient functor H : Y’-, g and any functor G : .$+ Xone 
has that (G; 1) = RanH(GH); this Kan extension is absolute hence pointwise. The 
same holds if Ran is replaced by Lan. 
Proof. As H is full and onto objects, it induces a byjection Nat(G, G’)+ 
Nat(GH, G’H) for all functors G, G’: 3*X. 
The functor H does not need to be a quotient functor for the conclusion of 
Proposition 1.5 to hold. In fact Proposition 2.3 of [2] asserts that if H is rich and 
dominant, see the definition there, it induces the same byjection as in our proof. 
Let F: 9 -* .X be a functor which factors, clearly in a unique way, as F = I?H’. Let 
(FK ; 1) = RanKE If FK satisfies (i) of Theorem 1.3 it also satisfied (ii) and, as H is a 
quotient functor, there is a unique functor E” : g+ X with fiP’H = FK, and, by 
Proposition 1.5, (EK; 1) = RanHFK. By Lemma 1.4(i), we then have that (EK; 1) = 
RanfiKF = RanKHp F, and by (ii) of the same lemma, there-is a unique p : stilt -*p 
with uH’= 1, thus k = 1 as H’ is onto objects, and (E”; 1) = Ran&l? Thus, in 
particular, the existence of FK together with (i) of Theorem 1.3 implies the existence 
of RantiF. On the other hand, if (F” ; 1) = RantiE and E’H = FK, then FK clearly 
satisfies (i) of Theorem 1.3. Thus, for the situation of diagram (1) we have: 
Theorem 1.6. Let F: CT--, .?l be a functor with F = l?H’. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) (FK; 1) = RanK Fexists and FK satisfies (i) of Theorem 1.3. 
(ii) (fi’, 1) = RangEexists and E’H = FK. 
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2. Right Kan extensions from categories of polyhedra 
In this section we consider the case of diagram (1) where Y is a full subcategory of 
the category of spaces and continuous maps and B is a full subcategory of the 
category of polyhedra and continuous maps, contained in 9 with embedding K. g, 8, 
I? are their quotients module homotopy and F is a homotopy invariant functor. Of 
course both .Y and 8 are assumed to be closed under homeomorphic images. We 
refer to [3], Appendix, for details, as well as for the notations. We write P instead of 
KP for an object of 9 considered in 9. 
On the pairs (Y, 9) we impose the 
Condition 2.1. Any numerable covering of a space A in .Y is refined by a locally 
finite numerable covering % such that the nerve V% and the polyhedron U(gi x vi), 
where (Ti ranges over the simplices of v%, both lie in 9’. 
This condition is milder than it appears to be at first glance. First of all, as v% is 
locally finite, v% x vOU and U(Ui x ai) are polyhedra. Furthermore, given a numer- 
able covering Vof a space A, with numeration {7rV}, this numeration admits a locally 
finite improvement bV} with p-:(0, l] c 7rTT-: (0, l] for all V E Y ([3], Proposition 
2.8). The collection of distinct sets pbl (0, l] is a locally finite covering 9? of A, which 
refines ?? Clearly, if the nerve of V is finite dimensional, so is the nerve of 2. Thus 
Condition 2.1 is satisfied by all tech extension pairs listed on p. 417 of [7]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let P be a locally finite simplicial space in Band f, g : A + Pa pair of 
continguous maps in 9. Then for any functor P: Y+ .X with FK = F one has that 
Ff = Fg. 
Proof. The map (f, g) : A + P x P clearly factors as 
AJ+U(r,Xmi):PXP 
where e is the embedding. Then pie, pze, where pl, p2 denote the 
P x P + P are maps in 9 and pie -pze as they are continguous; thus 
Ff =F(ple)Fh =F(pze)Eh =Fg. 
projections 
In order to apply Theorem 1.3 or 1.6 we must show that the conclusion of 
Proposition 2.2 still holds when f and g are just homotropic and P is any polyhedron 
in 9. 
Proposition 2.3. If f, g : A + P are homotopic maps in Y, then for any functor 
~:.7+.9Iwith~K=Fonehasthat~f=~g. 
Proof. We first assume P to be locally finite. We consider the diagram 
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A 
i, 
,AxI 
where H is a homotopy from f to g and it(a) = (a, t), -Y= H-i (open stars of a 
triangulation of P) and % x Y is a stacked refinement of “v: % = i;’ (‘& x Y) which is 
independent of t. (If z&$191 one simply takes a suitable refinement of a.) The top 
row consists of bridge maps and we denote their composite by h,. For every 1 E [0, l] 
the diagram commutes up to contiguity and h,, - h, as vzxy - v~"". We have 
Ff = F(HjO) = FhJ%% by Proposition 2.2, 
= Fhll%” = Fg again by Proposition 2.2. 
If P is not locally finite, let ?Y be a locally finite refinement of the covering X by open 
stars of any triangulation of P. By the first part of the proof we have that P(7r”Kf = 
fl(rr”g,. But z&rw- I?; as rEe is a homeomorphism, l%” is an isomorphism and 
Fiw is.a monomorphism, hence Ff = Fg. 
From Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 2.3 we immediately have 
Theorem 2.4. If FK exists, then fl” exists and E’H = FK; in 
homotopy invariant. 
particular FK is 
All we have done so far, works, by duality, just as well for cofunctors as for 
functors. Proposition 3.8 of [3, Appendix], states that the tech extensions P of F and 
F&H (in our symbols) coincide. This holds for all pairs (.7,9) satisfying Condition 
2.1. Together with this, Theorem 2.4 gives 
Theorem 2.5. fl= FK, that is, tech and Kan extensions coincide at the level of maps. 
Remark. Proposition 2.2 allows a direct proof of Theorem 2.5, staying at the level of 
maps. 
Kan extensions are shape invariant (see [2] or [5]). Denoting by g the (unique) 
functor for which l!H = $ we have that $ = i@, thus we have 
Corollary 2.6. p is K-shape-invariant and 8 is I?-shape-invariant. 
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Appendix 
In this appendix we refer consistently to [l]. In the proof of Theorem 2.4, maps 7;i 
and 7j2 are constructed and used. These maps can fail to be continuous, e.g. in the 
case of the pair (Top, 801). In order to see this, we take P to be the realization of the 
simplicial complex having the reals R as vertices and all finite subsets as simplices. P 
is a simplicial space having the property that any two points zl, z2 lie in a simplex, 
thus P x P and P of Definition 2.1 are equal as sets; thus P is P x P with the weak 
topology. We show at the end that the weak topology on P x P is finer than the 
product topology; for now we use this fact. In the proof of Theorem 2.4 we take: 
X to be P x P with the product topology, 
Y to be P and r the identity on P, 
f and g to be the projections P x P -, P. 
We have f-g by continguity. The linear deformation from f to g is a homotopy 
H : P x P x I + P with H(zi, z2,O) and H(zi, z2, t) lying in a simplex for all t E [0, 11. 
We now take Q to be P, IT’ to be f and 0 : P x I * P to be the first projection. Then the 
diagram 
commutes up to contiguity. Now 
7jZ(Zlr zz) = (8(d(Zl, z2), I), q(z1, z2)) = tetz1, l),z2) = (Zlr z2). 
Thus 7j2 is the identity map from P x P to P. As the topology of P is finer than the one 
of P, 7j2 is not continuous. 
It remains to show that the weak topology on PI x P2 (PI = PZ = P) is finer than the 
product topology. In PI take the subcomplex K consisting of all 1-simplices with 
common vertex 0 and in PZ take the subcomplex L consisting of all 1-simplices with 
common vertex 0 and whose other vertex is labeled by an integer. On p. 563 of [4] 
Dowker shows that the weak topology on KxL is finer than the product topology. 
Thus the weak topology on PI x P2 induces on K x L a finer topology than the 
product topology, hence the first is finer than the second. 
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